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֏ՂԳ࣍ԫԶԿڣԼԫִ
ၲ࣍ق८ᔚᆣڝ

ٵۯٺᖂΜվ֚ፖ܃ଚߠ૿Δ֨ݺ㠪ৰᘋΔ܃
ଚຟਢڶऱॹڣԳΖױਢΔڶऱᖂسڶ
ऱࠃΔૉᙱᣇլΔլ౨༇ஃૹሐΔཉمᐚΔ
࿇ᕿᦰΔ߷ᏖΔ༉ጩڶՈ᧢ྤګԱΜ֘መࠐ
ᎅΔՕ୮ૉ౨༇ஃૹሐΔԺޣՂၞΔঞছຜྤૻױ
ၦΖࠐֲױޢଡഏ୮ऱᏆΔ٤ऱԳౖΔ
ޢଡ୮அऱړᑌΖ
܃ଚუګഏ୮ऱᏆΕऱԳౖΕ୮அ
ऱړᑌႯΛڇඒ܃ଚԫଡړᙄऄΖ
รԫΕڇ୮ؘႊݕႉئ׀Ζ܃ئ׀Δ܃
᎔ݶᚨΔլױኬයཎΖ܃ئ׀ࠃΔլ֨ױ
ژլየΔᵖᡗ༦Ζئ׀ඒಝ܃Δᦰړړ܃Δ
܃༉ᚨᇠ٣פނᓰړΔթװנनΖլ᠊᠊ሂ
ሂΔึֲሽီ࢙ۖฃפᓰΖڶ܃չᏖլኙΔ׀
ئᡕፆ܃Δ܃Ոᚨᇠႉൕ൷࠹ΖߪՖΔߪᖂ
سΔຍጟ۩່ૻ܅৫౨ࠩΖԳऱഗ៕Δਢ
ޢڇଡ୮அ㠪৬مದࠐऱΖ
รԲΕലאՂݕႉئ׀հ壄壀Δ᠏ࠩᖂீ
ࠐΔஐᄃ۔ஃΖլ૿ൕ֨ሔΕၺ࡚ອሔΖەᇢழ
ޓլ܂ױኤࠐུᣑ۔ஃΖ࢘ኔऱᖂسΔ९Օ৵
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࢘࣍ഏ୮Ζ֊լسױ᎘ኬஃ९ऱ֨Μ۔ஃଚ၄ጐ֨ۨ
ࠐ்ഛ܃ଚຍࠄ՛્Δ܃חଚ݇९ՕΔࣤࡐءዊΔ
ছຜྤၦΖ֊լױञ۔ஃΕུஃ९Ζڇषᄎऱ
ଅᡏࠩᄕរΖ۟ࠄڶ՛ᖂΕխᖂ֗ՕᖂسΔञ
۔ஃΖຍጟ߆ڐऱ۩ΔུஃᄰలΔᆅᡬլڕΖ܃ଚ
ਝྥࠩԱ८ᔚᆣڝΔڇຍ࢚ࠝΔࡳؘਢڶՕΔ
թࠩຍᏖړऱ۔ஃࠐඒᖄ܃ଚΖੴ൦ຍଡᖲᄎΔ
լ၄ᣪ၆٠ອΖ
֊ಖΜലࠐऱؾᑑΔਢᚥܗषᄎΔլਢ۞ա
࿇ತՕࡴΖଈ٣ނሐᐚऱഗ៕ړؚΖזײऱԳᦰ
ԱψࣔωΔڇऱԳᦰڍψܓټωΖࣔ
Κ༉ਢઔߒڕ۶एഏ୮Δڕ۶ᐙΔฝଅ࣐
ঋΔԫࠄటኔۖڶᏝଖऱࠃᄐΖլਢ۞աس
౨࠹ࠆ֟ڍڶΔࢨუΚψݺലࠐଡ᠔سΔ֟ڍऱ
ᙒΜωຍጟټܓऱ৸უ֜ాΔ֜נڶஒΜૉ
ނሐᐚഗ៕ړؚԱΔܓټਢ՛ംᠲΖലࠐऱ
ԳౖΔ౨ԫ྾ՕऱࠃᄐΖڇਢ܃ଚऱ႓८ழ
זΔլᙑመΔܡঞലࠐ৵๕֗Μݺຍԫ྾ᇩਢે
Ցധ֨ኙ܃ଚᎅΔࢬᘯψ࢘ߢಭۘ۩࣍ܓΔેՑߜᢐ
࣍ܓఐωΔլጥ܃ფլფᦫΔݺਢጐԱԫ྾֨რΜ
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ellow students, I am very glad to meet all of you
today. You are all young people of achievement.
However, in order to be a person of achievement you
must have some achievement. If you are indolent,
disrespectful to your teachers and the Way, and fail to
create virtue and study hard, then your achievement is
no achievement at all. On the other hand, if you can
respect your teachers and the Way, and strive to progress
in your studies, you will have a promising future. Then
you can set a good example for all families and become
leaders of nations and influential people in the world.
Do you want to set a good example for all families
and become leaders of nations and of the world? Now
let me tell you how to do it. First of all you must be
filial to your parents at home. When they call you, you
should respond immediately and not take your time
answering. When they ask you to do something, you
shouldn’t be upset or lazy. When they admonish you
and tell you to study hard, you should finish doing your
homework before you go out to play. Don’t just goof off
or spend the whole day watching television, neglecting
your school work. When you do something wrong, you
should accept their punishment obediently. As a child
and a student, that is the very least that you should do.
A person’s moral foundation is developed within the
family.
Next, you should bring this spirit of filiality to
school and be respectful to your teachers. Do not feign
compliance. Do not cheat on tests. Be an honest student
now and a loyal citizen when you grow up. Never look
down on your teachers. They use all their energy to
make you thrive and grow, to make your trunk strong

and branches thick so that your future will be promising. You
should never fight with or bully your teacher.
The demoralization of society is now very extreme. Some
elementary, secondary, and college students are already fighting
their teachers. Such unscrupulous conduct is worse than that
of animals. You all must have wholesome roots that enable
you to come to this monastery and have such good teachers
instruct you. You should cherish this opportunity and not
waste precious time.
Remember that your future goal is to help society, not to
make money or get a high position. First of all, you should
build a good foundation of virtue. The ancients study for the
purpose of understanding principles. Nowadays people study
for the purpose of obtaining fame and benefit. Understanding
principles involves studying how to govern a country, how
to influence the world to change its unwholesome customs
and habits, and how to carry out genuine and worthwhile
endeavors. In life, you shouldn’t be concerned with just your
own enjoyment. You shouldn’t think: “I want to be a physician,
because doctors make a lot of money!” Such thoughts of fame
and profit are petty and useless.
If you establish a good foundation of virtue, then fame
and benefit are hardly an issue. You’ll be influential people
who will achieve great things in the world. Now is your golden
age. Don’t let it pass by in vain, or you will regret it later. It is
said,
Truthful words jar the ear,
But help one to act wisely.
Good medicine is bitter to the taste,
But cures the sickness.
Whether or not you care to listen, I have tried my best.
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